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EZ LOADER SS
-

The EZ Loader-SS has proven to be the choice of industry
professionals worldwide with its patented pneumatic system.
This self-leveling pallet positioner eliminates worker bending
without cumbersome mechanical springs, motors or
hydraulics. In fact, it features a newly designed three-position
EZ Adjust knob allowing workers to adjust the collapsed
capacity without changing the air pressure. Made with 304
grade stainless steel with an electro-polished finish, the EZ
Loader-SS is made to last. The perfect solution to your clean
room and wash-down environments.

EZ LOADER SS
-

Working Harder to Make Your Job Easier

BSX 10 BSX 20
-

&
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The BSX-10 and BSX-20 mobile work positioners are
designed with durable, heavy-duty stainless steel
construction. They feature an integrated pump-cylinder
and an ergonomically designed hand lever that
automatically stops when released for safety. They are
equipped with high quality casters and wheels for excellent
maneuverability. Its captured scissor rollers enhance
stability and safety. The BSX models are designed with
operator productivity and safety in mind. Visit our website
for more information.

EZU 15 R SS
-
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The clean, streamlined design of the EZU-15-R-SS helps
boost productivity and reduce workplace injury and fatigue
by eliminating bending, reaching and stretching. The
rotating platform eliminates the need to walk around the
pallet for loading/unloading applications thus enhancing
productivity. The EZU-15-R-SS operates using shop air and
is controlled with an easy-to-use three position hand lever.
The EZU-15-R-SS can be integrated seamlessly in a variety
of environments, including clean rooms, paint stations and
food processing facilities. It's a great choice for wash-down
applications. Visit our website for more information.

OPTIMUS L3K SS
-

BSX 20
-

OPTIMUS L3K SS
-

The L3K-SS model has been intelligently designed to be
user friendly and meet and exceed all safety requirements
for scissor lift tables. Featuring rounded platform corners,
contoured scissor legs, large torque tube for maximum
stiffness and structural enhancements, the L3K-SS can fit
any application. The L3K-SS is versatile and durable to
withstand the toughest jobs. Visit our website for more
information.

